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Tristram's Dance with Death--Volume VII of
Tristram Shandy
Thomas M. Columbus

Although the motto to Volume VII of Tristram Shandy is "Non enim excursus
hic ejus, sed opus ipsum est,"l few readers are entirely willing to believe Sterne
here. Some see the volume merely as an attempt to capitalize on Sterne's continental journey and on the market for travel books. Few see much structural
connection between this volume and the others. There is little story continuity
between this and other sections of the book. As a recent edition of the novel notes,
Chapter 27, "dealing with Tristram's memories of a much earlier tour, is the only
one in which Sterne attempts to relate Book VII to the rest of Tristram Shandy."2
At least two critics, however, have made observations pointing to a way of
relating Volume VII to the rest of the book. Wayne Booth has noted that
each of the first four installments concludes with a chapter in which the
promises concern either Uncle Toby's amours and Tristram's life or,
once the events of that 'life' are completed and dropped, Uncle Toby's
amours alone. 3
Volume VII completes Tristram's account of his life thus freeing him to conclude
the novel by dealing with Uncle Toby in Volumes VIII and IX. Perhaps the most
obvious question here is whether Tristram satisfactorily completes the account of
his life, whether the account of one journey to France can complete the narration
of the life of a character who took so many thousands of words to be conceived,
born, and christened.
Overton Philip James notes a fact important to answering this question and to
seeing the significance of Volume VII:
Before Volume VII Tristram had been the narrator and the events had
some connection with his life and opinions, but in much of that part
young Tristram did not appear on the scene. But in the journey Tristram
relates events in which he, not long before, had been the principal actor.4
In Volume VII we are concerned with Tristram as principal actor. Here he is not
just telling the story; it is also his story.
That this story should be embodied in a journey is not surprising. The journey
motif has been present in Tristram Shandy from early in Volume 1. Chapter 2
describes what misadventures might befall that young traveler, the Homunculus.
Tristram's life is thus seen as a journey even before he is born. Tristram's book
is also a journey. We see this as early as Tristram's asking the reader's indulgence
in Chapter 6 of Volume I:
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Therefore, my dear friend and companion, if you should think me somewhat sparing of my narrative on my first setting out,-bear with me,and let me go on, and tell my story my own way:-or if I should seem
now and then to trifle upon the road,-or should sometimes put on a
fool's cap with a bell to it, for a moment or two as we pass along,-don't
fly off,-but rather courteously give me credit for a little more wisdom
than appears upon my outside;-and as we jogg on, either laugh with me,
or at me, or in short, do any thing,-only keep your temper.
(p.ll)

Thus both Tristram's life and his book can be seen as journeys.
The subject matter of the volume also makes the travel device appropriate.
Tristram is not just vacationing on the continent; he is also dancing with death.
Thus one short trip becomes an emblem of a longer journey, the journey of a
man's life. A close reading of this trip reveals how Tristram, now our principal
actor, deals with the problem of death, a problem that dwarfs even his earlier
ones with noses and names.
At the beginning of the volume we learn that the vile cough which has been
long tormenting Tristram has grown so severe that the grave personage of Death
is now knocking at the door. Tristram's reaction, however, is typically Shandean.
His spirits have "so gay a tone of careless indifference" that Death himself
"doubted of his commission." Sterne here provokes laughter in a potentially
tragic situation, as he does elsewhere, for example, in the handling of Uncle Toby's
groin wound or in the treatment of Tristram's birth which, fortunately, only
temporarily deforms his nose. Tristram is so cheerful in the face of Death that
the latter is moved to ask, "Did ever so grave a personage get into so vile a
scrape?" The manner of Death's entry into Tristram's dwelling is as Shandean
as the reaction it prompts. Tristram is upset mainly because "there is nothing in
this world I abominate worse, than to be interrupted in a story." Yet it is by
means of these interruptions and disgressions that Tristram Shandy progresses.
Thus both the tone and the manner of this opening chapter are Shandean.
Death is given his proper traditional position. Tristram calls him a "son of a
whore," and Eugenius replies that he has called him rightly, "for by sin, we are
told, he enter'd the world." Tristram, however, is more concerned over Death's
being in a hurry to take him out of the world. So he says,
had I not better, Eugenius, fly for my life? 'Tis my advice, my tlear
Tristram, said Eugenius-then by heaven! I will lead him a dance he little
thinks of-for I will gallop, quoth I, without looking once behind me to
the banks of the Garonne; and if I hear him clattering at my heels-I'll
scamper away to mount Vesuvius- from thence to Joppa, and from Joppa
to the world's end, where, if he follows me, I pray God he may break his
neck(p.480)

So from the beginning we know the motif of the volume is that of a dance of
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death; yet, since it is Tristram Shandy's dance, we know it is going to be unusual.
The second chapter also presents a serious situation, here Tristram's channel
crossing, with an appropriate touch of Shandean humor. Tristram soliloquizes :
what a brain!-upside down!-hey dey! the cells are broke loose one into
another, and the blood, and the lymph, and the nervous juices, with the
fix'd and volatile salts, are all jumbled into one mass-good g--! every
thing turns round in it like a thousand whirlpools-I'd give a shilling
to know if I shan't write the clearer for it(p.481)

The hectic confusion of the first part of this dance away from death is aptly
symbolized by the whirlpool, one of many images of motion in this volume.
Death himself is seen as the changing wind. Tristram's wondering if he should
write the clearer for this violent turning in his brain suggests a connection between
Tristram's internal confusion and the artistic impulse. Yet these serious concerns
are balanced by the fact that the whole passage is an exquisite description of
seasickness.
In these opening chapters Tristram stresses the hurried motion of the early
stages of his dance with death. In the first chapter he states that he will gallop
without once looking behind him. He will scamper away from point to point to
the world's end. His trip begins like a cannon shot. His seasickness creates a thousand whirlpools in his brain. In the fourth chapter he informs us that he is not like
those who have "wrote and gallop'd" nor like those who have "gallop'd and
wrote." Rather he is like those who have "wrote galloping." Hurried motion
characterizes both his writing and his life.
The chapters immediately following these opening ones emphasize the impulsive
and frantic nature of Tristram's flight. Tristram narrates a situation so far as to
make us think he is going to spend a good deal more time with it. Then he
suddenly shifts and begins again on his flight. For example, the description of
Calais in Chapter 5 prepares us for a long set piece of travelogue. Tristram,
however, breaks off suddenly and swears he would not torment his reader so. He
must return to his journey, and it is imperative that he hurry. ''I'm pursued myself
like a hundred devils, and shall be overtaken before I can well change horses:for heaven 's sake, make haste " (p. 487). All of Chapter 7 stresses the fact that
Death is pursuing Tristram. In Chapter 8 we learn that Tristram's flight is being
hindered by his post-chaise, which has a propensity to breaking down. Chapter 9
interrupts the concern over the flight , as Tristram recounts his lingering infatuation
with Janatone. Death, nevertheless, is too near for such a pause. The brevity of
Chapter 10 (two sentences long) emphasizes the haste of Tristram's flight:
All of which being considered, and that Death moreover might be much
nearer me than I imagined- I wish I was at Abbeville, quoth I, were it
only to see how they card and spin-so off we set.
de Montreuil a Nampont- poste et demi
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de Nampont a Bernay - - - paste
de Bernay a Nouvion - - - paste
de Nouvion it Abbeville paste
- but the carders and spinners were all gone to bed.
(p.491)

The carding and spinning at Abbeville suggest, perhaps, the spinning of the fatal
sisters. Tristram, in any case, is preoccupied with death during his stay at
Abbeville. He ponders the virtues of dying at an inn rather than at home.
Though he would prefer dying at an inn, he decides that it should not be at the
inn at Abbeville. The moment for his death is not now. The dance is resumed.
Chapter 13 presents us with an image, that of the wheel, which may be taken
as a controlling symbol for the contents of the volume. There has been foreshadowing of this image previously. In Chapter 2 the image of the whirlpool
expresses the hectic confusion in Tristram's mind at his channel crossing. The
image of the wheel of a post-chaise is presented by Tristram 's connection with
his vehicle and concern for it. Chapter 8 is devoted entirely to Tristram's postchaise. Here in Chapter 13 the wheel is used as a symbol of the grand tour and
of Tristram 's flight.
"Make th em like unto a wh eel," is a bitter sarcasm, as all the learned
know, against the grand tour, and that restless spirit for making it, which
David prophetically foresaw would haunt the children of men in the latter
days; and therefore, as thinketh the great bishop Hall, 'tis one of the
severest imprecations which David ever utter'd against the enemies of the
Lord- and, as if he had said, "I wish them no worse luck than always
to be rolling about"-So much motion, continues "he, (for he was very
corpulent)- is so much unquietness ; and so much of rest, by the same
analogy, is so much of heaven.
Now , I (being very thin) think differently; and that so much of motion,
is so much of life , and so much of joy- and that to stand still, or get
on but slowly, is death and the devilHollo! Ho I- the whole world 's asleep i-bring out the horses-grease
the wheels- tie on the mail-and drive a nail into that moulding- I'll not
lose a moment(pp. 492-493)
Tristram's choice of this passage from scripture as illustrating an argument against
the tour has a further significance than is apparent at first. On the surface Tristram
is arguing against an opponent by showing the irrelevance of his "proof" and by
implying that one 's attitude toward motion and rest is determined by the fact of
whether one is fat or thin. This reading, of course, is valid; and it helps to
illustrate one of the basic ideas of Tristram Shandy, that of subjectivity, of the
fact that how one perceives reality largely constitutes reality for that person.
Reading the chapter, however, in relation to the quoted psalm discloses another
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meaning. Psalm 83 is David's invocation of God's help against his enemies. In the
King James Version, verses 13 to 18 read:

o my God, make them like unto a wheel;
as stubble before the wind.
As the fire burneth a wood, and as the
flame setteth the mountains on fire;
So persecute them with thy tempest,
and make them afraid with thy storm.
Fill their faces with shame; that they
may seek thy name, 0 LORD.
Let them be confounded and troubled for ever;
yea, let them be put to shame, and perish;
That men may know that thou, whose name is
JEHOVAH, art the most high over all the earth.
In this passage the metaphoric and literal instruments of God are the motion of
the wheel, the wind, the fire, the flame , the tempest, and the storm. The enemies,
when not literally referred to, are metaphorically described as stubble, wood,
mountains, and the wheel itself. The division made here between the wheel and
the motion of the wheel is seen further in the way each of the other images is
formed . The instruments of God possess power, force, heat and motion and consist
of the gaseous or liquid elements (air, fire, and water), all of which have in
common the quality of motion. The stubble, the wood, and the mountains ,
however, are all solid objects. They also do not of their natures possess the quality
of motion. When they come into contact with the motion of the power of God,
they are thrown into confusion. The imagery of the psalm, then, does not portray
the motion of which Tristram is so fond as evil but rather as an instrument of
God's working in the world. What Tristram has done is to let his enemy use an
argument which, in one way, supports Tristram's position.
There is , however, a further similarity between the instruments of God mentioned in the psalm and the flight of Tristram. A similarity that perhaps Tristram
would not yet want to see. The motion of the wheel, the wind, the fire, the flame,
the tempest, and the storm are consuming and destructive tools of God's wrath
and punishment. Perhaps Tristram's flight from the destruction of death is itself
destructive.
The entire symbol of the wheel offers a more complex meaning than just consuming motion, however, a meaning which becomes applicable more and more as
the volume progresses. In all his hectic motion Tristram seems to be unknowingly
hurrying to somewhere or something. That destination, as we shall see, is the
unmoving axis, the still center of the circle. There Tristram will encounter a
harmony that, while not ending the dance, will infuse its motion with an element
of serenity.
The concluding paragraphs of Chapter 13 emphasize the importance of the
symbol of the wheel. Tristram is insistent on telling the reader that he is not
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talking of the punishment of Ixion 's wheel. David's and the bishop's wheel, he
says, should be a post-chaise wheel; whereas his wheel must certainly be a cartwheel. By connecting the image of the wheel with the wheels of vehicles, Tristram
thus connects the symbolic journey of his life with the physical journey through
Europe. By means of the image of the wheel, the literal and symbolic levels of
the volume are united.
In Chapter 14 Sterne uses a technique used before in this volume: he appears
to shift his focus away from Tristram's dance with death but always returns to
this controlling metaphor. Previously we saw Tristram's Calais' travelogue and
dalliance with Janatone interrupted by abrupt resumptions of his hurried flight.
In the first instance the matter interrupted was merely the description of Calais.
In the second instance, however, the matter was of more import. With Tristram's
infatuation for Janatone we moved to the level of personal, sensual attraction.
In Chapter 14 we are now on the level of thought and speculation. The ostensible
point of the chapter is to satirize those theologians who attempt to give spatial
quantity to men's souls. To treat of shrinking souls and increasing coolness in
the midst of a dance of death is itself appropriate. We are most interested,
however, in where this speculation leads Tristram. Tristram says of men's
shrinking souls:
In Lessius 's time, who seems the cooler man, they were as little as can be
imagined-We find them less nowAnd next winter we shall find them less again; so that if we go on from
little to less , and from less to nothing, I hesitate not one moment to affirm,
that in half a century, at this rate, we shall have no souls at all; which
being the period beyond which I doubt likewise of the existence of the
Christian faith, 'twill be one advantage that both of 'em will be exactly
worn out togetherBlessed Jupiter! and blessed every other heathen god and goddess! for
now ye will all come into play again, and with Priapus at your tails-what
jovial times!-but where am I? and into what a delicious riot of things
am 1 rushing? I-I who must be cut short in the midst of my days, and
taste no more of 'em than what I borrow from my imagination-peace to
thee, generous fool! and let me go on.
(p.495)

Coupling the death of Christianity with his concern over spiritual annihilation
and his own death allows Tristram to treat of what existed when Christianity
did not. The invocation of Priapus, the Greek god of fertility and generative power
whose symbol was the phallus, is more than just an indication of the absence of
Christianity. His position as fertility god clearly relates him to the sexual frustrations of the Shandy family. Contrasting to his playfulness and joviality are the
vain attempts of Walter to impose rationality on human existence, the abortive
attempt of Tristram to be an objective historian of all his life and opinions, and
the elaborately constructed hobby-horse of Uncle Toby. The "delicious riot of
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things" associated with Priapus is the antithesis of the absurd form of rationality
described by Tristram in his discussion of the shrinking souls. This contrast,
which runs throughout the novel, will be seen again in this volume in the story
of the abbess of Andouillets and the muleteer, in the May-pole' dance outside the
chaise-vamper's house, and in the dance at the end of the volume. For a moment
Tristram steps into the world of Priapus; but he cannot escape death's fatal dance .
Tristram cannot for long turn from his flight. Like the rim of the wheel, he must
be in continual motion. Yet the allusion to Priapus and the similar scenes which
follow indicate the possibility perhaps of another state. It may be possible for
Tristram to achieve something of the serenity attained in reaching the center of
circle.
But for now, at least, the dance must be resumed. Tristram orders the carriage
to move and
we danced it along to Ailly au clochers, famed in days of yore for the
finest chimes in the world; but we danced without music-the chimes
being greatly out of order-(as in truth they were through all France) .
(p. 495)
The frantic dance is begun again but with a new element. Since the chimes are
silent, we cannot tell time. The journey, perhaps, is beginning to change from a
hectic flight to a timeless dance. The music of time is an insufficient harmony
for the dance Tristram must dance.
A symbol comparable to the lack of music is the lack of light. Earlier Tristram
saw little of Calais since "it was dusky in the evening when I landed, and dark
as pitch in the morning when I set out" (p. 483). Now, talking of the riches of the
Abbey at St. Dennis, Tristram says, "I would not give three sous for anyone
thing in it, but Jaidas's lantern-nor for that either, only as it grows dark, it might
be of use" (p. 498). Chapter 17 takes up this hint of a symbol. Tristram asks in
Paris, "And prithee when do they light the lamps? What?-never in the summer
months!" In Chapter 18 he declares ,
'tis evident to me, when they affirm, "That they who have seen Paris,
have seen every thing," they must mean to speak of those who have seen
it by day-light.
As for candle-light-I give it up-I have said before, there was no depending upon it.
(p.500)
Although it is summer, the season of light and warmth, the best that Paris can offer
Tristram is a flickering candle. The city of light is dark: Paris does not offer
Tristram the knowledge necessary to end his flight from death. The dance must
continue. Tristram exclaims,
-No; - I cannot stop a moment to give you the character of the peopletheir genius- their manners-their customs- their laws-their religion-
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their government-their manufactures-their commerce-their finances ,
with all the resources and hidden springs which sustain them: qualified
as I may be, by spending three days and two nights amongst them, during
all that time, making these things the entire subject of my enquiries and
reflectionsStill-still I must away-the roads are paved-the posts are shortthe days are long-'tis no more than noon
(p.502)
Although Sterne himself spent six months of his journey in Paris, he allows
Tristram only three days and two nights, thus emphasizing his frantic flight from
death. Tristram cannot delay. The dance goes on.
A contrast, similar to the one in the passage of the shrinking souls between the
rational theologians and Tristram's invocation of the pagan gods, is found in the
story of the abbess of Andouillets and the muleteer. The gardener-muleteer and
the carriage, in Chapter 21, are associated with warm and lively images. The
carriage is lined in green. It is drawn out into the sun. Yellow binding is sewn
on although it is unravelled by the teeth of time. The muleteer's hat is dressed
in hot wine-lees. Four dozen bells are attached to the harness. The nuns, the
stiff-jointed abbess and the novice Margarita, with their white habits and black
rosaries are in stark contrast to the vitality associated with the carriage. The sun
beats down heavily on the carriage as it progresses upon the first half of the
journey with the muleteer, the abbess, and the novice. The muleteer, however,
is of a different breed from the nuns.
Man is a creature born to habitudes. The day had been sultry- the evening
was delicious- the wine was generous- the Burgundian hill on which
it grew was steep-a little tempting bush over the door of a cool cottage
at the foot of it, hung vibrating in full harmony with the passions-a
gentle air rustled distinctly through the leaves-"Come-come, thirsty
muleteer-come in."
- The muleteer was a son of Adam. I need not say one word more .
(p.506)
The muleteer, then, has yield ed himself completely to this world of sensuality.
The nuns, however, are entirely unable to cope with it.
After Tristram has finished with this story, he informs us again of the progress
of his journey. He has left Paris with its dim candlelight and narrow streets and
traveled farther south. "What a tract of country have I run!- how many degrees
nearer to the warm sun am I advanced" (p. 510). Though Tristram was not able to
rush into the delicious riot of things associated with Priapus, he nevertheless is
fleeing from the coldness of the other pole as his flight takes him continually
nearer the warm sun.
Chapter 27 concerns Tristram's attempts to take care of the loose threads left
over from the previous volumes of his book. He mentions his family'S earlier tour
of the Continent saying,
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-But this rich bale is not to be open'd now; except a small thread or two
of it, merely to unravel the mystery of my father's stay at AUXERRE.
-As I have mentioned it-'tis too slight to be kept suspended; and when
'tis wove in, there's an end of it.
(p.513)

As fate measures out Tristram's remaining thread of life, he attempts to take the
loose threads of his book and weave them into the whole. The chapter emphasizes
in three ways a note of finality and completion. First, the image of weaving might
remind us of the carders and spinners at Abbeville and the accompanying suggestion of Fate. Second, the image of the bale, from which only a thread or two
are to be unraveled, implies that Tristram is viewing the past, not as something
whose story he must tell, but rather as something completed which he can refer to
at will. The threads which are loose are so because Tristram chooses them to be.
Third, the instance related here, the visitation of tombs by the Shandy 'family,
with its emphasis on the dead and the buried, stresses the note of finality. This
finality, however, is not that of annihilation; it is not the case of the thread of
fate having run out and left nothing. The images of the bale and of the weaving
indicate a fulfillment not an annihilation. The various time schemes of the chapter
(those of the writing, of the two journeys, and of the various martyrs) by the very
fact of their multiplicity lessen the importance of chronological time. And it is
only in chronological time that an end can be said to exist.
The two coordinates of physical reality can be said to be time and space. In
Chapter 27 Tristram moved beyond the apparent limitations imposed on his spirit
by the first of these. In Chapter 28 he crosses the second boundary. He uses the
same tense, the present, for being in Auxerre (on each journey), for entering Lyons,
and for being upon the banks of the Garonne in a friend 's pavillion. After this
tri-location he tells the reader, "Let me collect myself, and pursue my journey"
(p . 516).

Because of Tristram's handling of time and space, the reader is fully prepared
to think that this journey may be something other than the ordinary travelogue.
After a few commonplace statements about the methods of travel, Tristram gives
this notion more substantiation:
With what velocity, continued I, clapping my two hands together, shall
I fly down the rapid Rhone, with the VIVARES on my right-hand, and
DAUPHINY on my left, scarce seeing the ancient cities of VIENNE,
Valence, and Vivieres. What a flame will it rekindle in the lamp, to snatch
a blushing grape from the Hermitage and Cote l'iJti, as I shoot by the foot
of them? and what a fresh spring in the blood! to behold upon the banks
advancing and retiring, the castles of romance, whence courteous knights
have whilome rescued the distress'd- and see vertiginous, the rocks, the
mountains, the cataracts, and all the hurry which Nature is in with all
her great works about her(p. 517)
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This dash into the sublime contains the great speed and velocity which has been
throughout the volume associated with Tristram's flight from death. There is also
much here, however, which emphasizes the shift in the volume from a flight from
death to a flight toward something. A flame rekindled in the lamp and a fresh
spring in the blood, a rebirth of heat to give light, and a sort of baptism in the
water of life, the blood-these are strongly positive images. Nevertheless, they
and all of Nature are associated here with hurry and motion. The rocks, the
mountains, and the cataracts, besides emphasizing the majesty and vastness of
nature, also emphasize the dizzying effect her motion has. However, a change in
the volume is coming. The chaise is wrecked. Tristram now chooses to abandon
it. We are taking another step from the hectic motion of the rim of the wheel.
Tristram, however, does not seem sure what he is taking a step toward. He
sets himself goals like any other tourist's. He wants to see the great mechanism
of the clock of Lippius, the library of the Jesuits with its thirty-volume history of
China, and the tomb of the two lovers. Lippius' clock reminds us of a theme that
has been present in Tristram Shandy since the winding of the clock at Tristram's
conception at the beginning of Volume I, the theme of the conflict between
chronological time and time considered on a more personal and psychological level.
The Jesuits' library is reminiscent of the cold scholarly rationalism we saw associated with the Jesuit theologians earlier in the volume. The tomb of the lovers,
of course, reinforces the theme of death.
While traveling toward these goals. Tristram discovers he has left some witty
remarks behind in the abandoned post-chaise. In searching for them he comes
across a dance unlike the frantic dance of death:
When we arrived at the chaise-vamper's house, both the house and the
shop were shut up; it was the eighth of September, the nativity of the
blessed Virgin Mary, mother of God-Tantarra - ra - tan - tivi-the whole
world was going out a May-paling-frisking here-capering there-no
body cared a button for me or my remarks; so I sat me down upon a bench
by the door, philosophating upon my condition.
(p . 530)

The whole world is dancing, but Tristram does not join. He has his own concerns.
Once he has retrieved his remarks, somewhat the worse for having been used as
hair curlers , he sets off for the clo ck of Lippius. After building up our expectations,
Tristram arrives and finds the clock no longer works. Undaunted, he sets off to
seek his second goal, the Chinese history at the Jesuit library. The Jesuits, however, have been suppressed in France. Tristram's major goal still remains, though.
He approaches the lovers ' tomb:
- Tender and faithful spirits! cried I addressing myself to Amandus and
Amanda-lang-long have I tarried to drop this tear upon your tomb- I
come- I come-
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When I came-there was no tomb to drop it upon.
What would I have given for my uncle Toby to have whistled, Lillobullero!
(p. 532)

All of Tristram's three goals have disappeared. This is not to say that they or what
they refer to symbolically have been annihilated. There is a place in time and space
for the clock, the library, and the tomb. There is also a place for chronological
time, for rational history, and for physical death. These are realities that must be
reckoned with. They are not enough, however. And perhaps they may be best
dealt with, as Tristram now realizes, by whistling Lillobullero. With this reference to Uncle Toby we are now moving directly toward some sort of resolution
to the volume, toward the symbolic center of the circle.
After this recollection of Uncle Toby, Tristram's dance with death takes on very
different characteristics.
I had now the whole south of France, from the banks of the Rhone to
those of the Garonne to traverse upon my mule at my own leisure-at my
own leisure-for I had left Death, the Lord knows-and He only-how
far behind me-"I have followed many a man thro' France, quoth hebut never at this mettlesome rate"-·Still he followed,-and still I fled him
-but I fled him chearfully-still he pursued-but like one who pursued
his prey without hope-as he lag'd, every step he lost, softened his looks
-why should I fly him at this rate?
(p.534)

The dance is no longer the frenzied flight it was. Tristram has escaped the concerns of time and death. Death has had no victory; he has lost his sting. No longer
do Tristram's carriage wheels madly spin in flight. Rather, he slowly traverses the
rich plain. The image of the plain helps to stress the fertile richness of nature
Tristram has sought as he followed the sun south and has now found. As he himself says, " 'Tis the most fruitful and busy period of my life" (p. 536).
The volume closes with a scene unlike those of hectic motion in the journey's
earlier stages. Tristram has arrived in the land of grapes and wine. "The sun was
set-they had done their work; the nymphs had tied up their hair afresh-and the
swains were preparing for a carousal" (p. 537). It is a pastoral setting where the
activity of the everyday world has been set aside at day's end. "They are running
at a ring of pleasure." Here again is the symbol of the wheel; but we are not now
concerned with its motion. We are rather concerned with the still point, the center, where we are not troubled by the world of motion, but where we can momentarily escape from those cares. At the May-pole celebration, Tristram did not want
to join the revelers; and he was not noticed by them. Here, however, he wants
to dance.
A sun-burnt daughter of Labour rose up from the groupe to meet me as I
advanced towards them; her hair, which was a dark chestnut, approaching
rather to a black, was tied up in a knot, all but a single tress.
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We want a cavalier, said she, holding out both her hands, as if to offer
them-And a cavalier ye shall have, said I, taking hold of both of them.
A lame youth, whom Apollo had recompenced with a pipe, and to
which he had added a tabourin of his own accord, ran sweetly over the
prelude, as he sat upon the bank- Tie me up this tress instantly, said
Nannette, putting a piece of string into my hand-It taught me to forget
I was a stranger-The whole knot fell down- We had been seven years
acquainted.
(pp. 537-538)
Tristram's material and temporal goals (represented by Lippius' clock, the Chinese
history, and the lovers ' tomb) and their limitations and frustrations are gone. He
can now unite with the revelers at the center of life. He wishes to join them and
is accepted by them; he is not a stranger. The complexity of his fli ght is undone;
the knot is untied. He is at the center of the wheel. As T. S. Eliot was later to say
in the Four Quartets, "at the still point, there the dance is." Thou gh Sterne makes
use of the image of a literal dance rather than the philosophical phraseology of
Eliot, the dance here is also that in which motion and stillness and all of the universe meet for a moment in harmony. It is here that Tristram's dance with death
is completely transformed.
Once having experienced this new-found serenity, Tristram beings to wonder:
Why could I not live and end my days thus? Just disposer of our joys and
sorrows, cried I, why could not a man sit down in the lap of content here
-and dance, and sing, and say his prayers, and go to heaven with this
nut brown maid? Capriciously did she bend her head on one side, and
dance up insiduous-Then 'tis time to dance off, quoth I; so changing
only partners and tunes, I danced it away from Lunel to Montpellierfrom thence to Pesr,;nas, Beziers- I danced it along through Narbonne,
Carcasson, and Castle Naudairy, till at last I danced myself into Perdrillo's
pavillion where, pulling a paper of black lines, that I might go straight forwards, without digressions or parenthesis, in my uncle Toby's amoursI begun thus(p.538)
At first the ending to the volume seems to suggest that Tristram is turning his
back on the harmony he has found in the scene with the nut-brown maid . For him
to stay, however, would be impossible. Though the values of peace and serenity
he has found are real, the idealized setting he has seen them in is as much a product of his own creation as of the French countryside. Thus he must dance off ; but
it is a festive, not a macabre, dance. Tristram no longer runs from death but dances
into the much-promised telling of his uncle Toby's story. Tristram's frantic dance
of death is concluded.
His problems of confronting the world are not solved; rather they are accepted.
Tristram does not escape Death; he rather confounds Death by no longer fearing
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him. Tristram Shandy is no longer a frustrating flight but a dance of harmonious
acceptance. As Tristram's telling of uncle Toby's story in Volume VIII and IX will
show, this dance is not a simple one. Man often will be at cross-purposes with his
fellowman. But Tristram's dance now is far different from his frenzied flight in
the early portions of Volume VII. Tristram can never find a simple solution to the
complexities of life, just as he can never escape completely from death. But he
can, and has, overcome the problem of continuous frustration. Life may be, as the
Dedication states, "a constant endeavor to fence against the infirmities of ill health,
and other evils of life, by mirth," but in this constant endeavor Tristram is now
triumphing.
University of Dayton

FOOTNOTES
Laurence Sterne, The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman, ed. James A. Work,
(New York, The Odyssey Press, 1940), p. 477. All further references in this essay to
Tristram Shandy are to this edition.
2 Ian Watt, ed., The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman (Boston, Riverside.
1965), p. 390, nt. 2.
3 Wayne Booth, "Did Sterne Complete Tristram Shandy?" Modern Philology, 47 (February,
1951) , 180.
4 Overton Philip James, The Relation of "Tristram Shandy" to the Life of Sterne (The Hague,
Mouton & Co., 1966), p. 146.
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